FLEXIBLE CONTAINER HANDLING SYSTEMS

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

- Wine Glass
- Vodka Shots
- Contact Lenses
- Sandwich Systems

A combination of a servo-drive technology, robust mechanical construction with a touch of imagination results in another unique proposal from TREPKO. Flexible handling systems allow for using different shapes and sizes of parallel-sided cups, wine glasses, vodka shots and many more. The main idea of the 400 Series is to provide a solution to a versatile production. This includes many different shapes and sizes of containers, where a “touch-of-a-button” recipe selection system reduces the changeover time to an absolute minimum.

Container indexing as well as all the movements of pusher bars and guide rails are servo driven. The lines may include a variety of options for unscrambling or denesting and infeed of empty containers. Both liquid, semi-liquid and dry products can be filled thanks to integration with various filling systems. Closing possibilities include sealing of pre-cut foils or film from reel and clip-on lid.

The 400 Series is available for medium-sized or large production lines with up to 10 lanes. Individual solutions and proposals can be prepared on request, so please do not hesitate to take contact to us!